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1           Introduction

1.      Notwithstanding dire predictions, the year 2000 brought few disasters directly caused by technology.[1]  The
year 2000 did bring from the U. S. Federal Bureau of Investigation official disclosure of a technology project
called Carnivore,[2] which enables properly authorized agents to utilize technology to intercept, filter, seize,
and decipher digital communications on the information autostrada known as the Internet. Depending upon the
precise manner in which this new technology is implemented, Carnivore may entail the compelled disclosure of
encryption keys that could not be independently recovered. In any event, Carnivore will certainly intercept
many millions of private communications among individuals who have violated no laws, and in many cases
will obtain information about such individuals with neither their knowledge nor their consent. Since the Internet
is global, many of these individuals will be citizens of other nations who have no physical presence in the
United States.

2.      In this paper, I will describe the technology of interception, filtering, and seizure, as implemented in Carnivore,
in order to develop an appreciation of what is possible.  Next, I will examine the pertinent legal principles from
the United States, which require an analysis of existing legislation, regulations, and guidelines, as well as of
judicial decisions interpreting the Constitution’s Bill of Rights.  Finally, I will hazard some conjectures about
the dangers and benefits that Carnivore presents for both individuals and for governments.

2           Carnivore Overview
3.      Carnivore is a computer surveillance device system developed within the FBI that is installed and used together

with a tap on the facilities of an Internet Service Provider.[3]  The software program copies all data traffic on a
particular internet server, and collects information about – and/or the content of – electronic mail or other
digital communications to or from the specific users targeted in an investigation.[4]  American courts have
recognized that the government may, with proper authorization, seize documents, intercept mail,[5] and
electronically intercept and record voice communications.[6]  The United States Department of Justice has also
issued guidelines for the search and seizure of computer evidence.[7]

4.      From a theoretical standpoint, Carnivore represents only a small advance in this type of surveillance, in that it
extends these techniques to the Internet by enabling authorized investigators to intercept and copy electronic
data communications.  The apparent similarity between Carnivore and its forebears is, however, superficial. 
When mail is intercepted, agents must physically separate envelopes or packages with addresses that meet the
seizure criteria, and they generally do so at the appropriate local post office.[8]  Wiretaps[9] are among the most
expensive and labor intensive operations in all of law enforcement; the government must carefully evaluate
wiretap projects from the fiscal, tactical and the legal standpoints.[10]  Moreover, wiretap agents must, under
American law’s minimization requirement, monitor all wiretaps in real time and must immediately terminate
surveillance of any intercepted communication that does not involve the authorized target.[11] 

5.      The Carnivore process, unlike its ancestors, is highly automated in several important ways.  First, Carnivore
necessarily intercepts huge amounts of information from myriad sources unconnected to any investigation:
Carnivore monitors and copies virtually all of the data flowing through the channel during the period of
surveillance.[12]  While the Carnivore software will filter out the vast majority of this information immediately
because it fails to meet the surveillance criteria, this filtering is merely optional from a technology standpoint. 
Moreover, when intercepted information does match the filtering criteria, it is then automatically captured and
stored on the Carnivore system, even though the filtering criteria may have been entered in error.  Any further
removal of irrelevant or improperly seized information depends upon review and decisions by a human agent.
[13]

6.      Carnivore is an existing system based upon technology – described below – which is not terribly sophisticated.
[14]  According to a prominent member of the computer security industry, the FBI claims to have used
Carnivore in approximately twenty-five investigations prior to August, 2000; the majority of the cases are said
to have involved counter terrorism, although drug trafficking and computer hacking were also mentioned.[15] 
The potential efficacy and pervasiveness of this surveillance technology raises fundamental social concerns,
chief among them is whether Carnivore is effective in accurately capturing authorized information while at the
same time containing safeguards against the inadvertent collection of unauthorized information, abuse by
government agents or private interests, and compromise by detection or manipulation by the targets of the
investigation or third party hackers.  After the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) filed suit in July,
2000, under the Freedom of Information Act seeking all government documents discussing Carnivore and its
use by the FBI, the agency agreed in August, 2000, that it would provide more information about its existing
use of Carnivore, including the data obtained and the details of the investigations.  However, this process failed
when EPIC objected to the proposed FBI timetable, and the agency sought to have the action dismissed.[16]

7.      At the same time, in order to allay, or perhaps deflect, growing public concern, the FBI commissioned a private
sector study of Carnivore, which was completed in December, 2000, by the IIT Research Institute and the
Illinois Institute of Technology Chicago Kent College of Law [IITRI].  In order to understand why the
Carnivore system necessarily entails the elements outlined above, I will examine the Carnivore technology as
described in the FBI’s solicitation and the IITRI report. This examination will first address only technology
issues, and will assume that appropriate legal authorization has been obtained for the operation in question. In
subsequent sections, the legal principles affecting the propriety of Carnivore surveillance will be described and
analyzed.

2.1         Carnivore Description
8.      The efficiency of any complex network is based on topology: there are many routes by which data can travel

from one point to another.  The flow of traffic improves when data is sent over routes which are the shortest and
most lightly traveled, and when retransmission of data due to errors is minimized.  The superior efficiency of
digital networks like the Internet is in large measure based upon the discovery that network traffic flows much
better if each transmission is divided into many small packets, which can follow different routes and be
reassembled at the destination.[17]  A single communication is broken into many smaller packets, each of
which bears a “header,” i.e., the information required to properly route, validate, and prioritize that packet.[18]

9.      Thus, the Internet is literally built upon computers programmed to read and interpret packet headers.  Carnivore
is fundamentally based upon a “packet sniffer,” which is a computer placed near a switching point on the
network and programmed to intercept and examine all of the packets that go by. In order to reduce the potential
for delay or disruption of network traffic inherent in this process, Carnivore creates a copy of all of the data that
flows through the system at the intercept point, and processes the copy rather than the original.[19]  The FBI
has taken pains to emphasize the passive and non-intrusive structure of Carnivore.[20] However, as the FBI
itself has stated, “Carnivore chews all the data on the network, but it only actually eats the information
authorized by the court order.”[21]  The FBI contends that Carnivore should be viewed as analogous to a
passive wiretap that does not interfere with communications.[22] But a mail seizure or a wiretap touches only
upon communications directly involving the target of the investigation,[23] while Carnivore starts by copying
everything in the pipe, in much the same fashion as the Echelon program by which the NSA and MI6 monitor
all wireless communications.  The American Civil Liberties Union has categorized Carnivore as a general
search that clearly violates the Fourth Amendment.[24]

10.  The Carnivore architecture has been portrayed by the FBI in the following diagram:

    [25]

11.   As Carnivore creates a full copy of the data stream, the next step in the process is to filter the data so that only
packets that are identified as being part of a transmission involving the target are actually copied for review by
the investigators.  This is accomplished by instructing the computer to examine the information contained in
each packet’s header to ascertain from whom the packet originated and to whom it is addressed.[26]   This
function is specified by the FBI solicitation for the external Carnivore review in the form of the following
algorithm:[27]

For all Packets sent to port 25
 If Data starts with “MAIL FROM” or “RCPT TO”[28]
 Compare the e-mail address against the court-authorized e-mail address
 If the e-mail addresses match
 Start collecting this session (IP to/from, port to/from)
 Save the raw packets

Next Packet
 

12.  The algorithm is simple and straightforward; its power derives from its ability to be executed at great speed for
long periods of time without human intervention.  The working Carnivore model which the FBI provided to
IITRI for evaluation requires only standard, readily available “commercial off the shelf [COTS]” equipment:

!         The computer is a PC with a Pentium III processor, 128 megabytes RAM and a 4-18 gigabyte fixed
disk drive.[29]

!         The Operating System (OS) is Windows NT, which is the standard Microsoft product for network
servers and workstations.[30]

!         The filtering application software was written in C++, a common and widely used programming
language that produces efficient code.[31]

!         The filtered data is written to a Zip drive, which employs removable disks that hold approximately
250 megabytes of data.[32] The FBI anticipates having its agents manually retrieve and replace the
removable disks on a daily basis. Captured data can be saved to any valid drive path, so that the use
of the Zip drive instead of a much larger fixed disk drive is purely optional.[33]

13.  A Carnivore installation, then, consists of a single PC (which may be a laptop).  The network cable that links an
ISP’s hub or switch to another component is unplugged and plugged into a tap hub which routes data to the
Carnivore computer.[34]  Both the FBI and the IITRI evaluators take pains to emphasize that data is not
actually routed away from the ISP’s normal pipeline, but is merely copied as it passes the tap point. This
emphasis may have either a technical or a legal genesis.

14.  From a technical standpoint, the contention is that Carnivore will not disrupt Internet traffic because it never
diverts that traffic, but only copies it.  At least one large ISP begs to differ; Earthlink reportedly has issued this
official stance on Carnivore:

15.                                      We do not allow the installation of Carnivore on our network because it has the potential
to compromise the privacy of our legitimate users and the performance of our network. 
We have an internal solution which allows us to comply with court orders without the
presence of government personnel or equipment in our buildings.  The government
accepts this solution since they still receive the requested information about the criminal
suspect, and we sleep well knowing that our customers are safe from unauthorized
surveillance.[35]

16.  From a legal standpoint, the FBI may be preparing to argue that Carnivore taps are “passive wiretaps” which do
not entail actual interceptions, but merely retrieve electronic data.[36]  The significance of that claim, which
potentially vitiates the exclusionary rule in Carnivore situations, is discussed below.  In any event, the
Carnivore system consists entirely of cables, the tap and its hub, and the Carnivore PC with a fixed disk hard
drive and a removable disk Zip drive.

17.  Carnivore can be used as either a content wiretap[37] or as a pen trap.[38]  The traditional wiretap typically has
an actual eavesdrop van parked in the street, and the recorder must be turned off if the call involves someone
other than the target.  The Carnivore equivalent is the content of all e-mails sent to or received from the
authorized target address, or all electronic data flows involving that address, which may consist of data files,
program files, messages, or even keystrokes being entered by a hacker.[39]  The traditional pen/trap records
telephone numbers calling or being called by the target.  The Carnivore equivalent records everyone who FTP’s
a certain file, accesses a certain web page, reads a certain newsgroup, connects to a certain chat room, or
transmits keystrokes.[40]

2.2         Technical Issues Unresolved by the Carnivore RFP
18.  The purpose of the FBI in issuing the RFP was not to solicit technical information or advice regarding how to

build or improve the Carnivore device, but rather to allay concerns about the scope of Carnivore surveillance,
the potential for abuse, breaches of security, and interference by hackers.  Although the entire project was
explicitly given the label “technical review,” the IITRI report devotes considerable space to analyzing the
practices, policies and controls on FBI personnel,[41] as well as to a discussion of the legal context in which
Carnivore operates.[42]

2.2.1        Scope of Surveillance
19.  The greatest concern is the scope of a Carnivore operation.  Since the initial input to the system is a full copy of

all of the data that is flowing past the tap point on the ISP’s services, Carnivore is in principle capable of
searching through that data in order to find particular names, or key phrases such as “nuclear bomb.”  The FBI
has strenuously rejected this characterization of Carnivore, and maintains that the technology is carefully
designed to preclude such a general search.  The agency acknowledges that “packet sniffers” which can
perform that function are already on the market, but insists that Carnivore has been designed to automatically
prevent this from happening by structuring the software in a particular way.  As the agency states:

20.                                      [Carnivore] does NOT search through the contents of every message and collect those
that contain certain key words like “bomb” or “drugs.”  It selects messages based on
criteria expressly set out in the court order, for example, messages transmitted to or from a
particular account or to or from a particular user.[43]

21.  IITRI, however, reports that although the Carnivore software is normally configured to retain initially only
packets which come from or are addressed to a target address before any content based criteria are added, [44]
this is not a required parameter: [45]

22.                                      If IP filtering is not turned on, all packets that pass the other filters are collected
regardless of what IP address those packets may have.[46]

23.  In fact, Carnivore appears to have an inherent design defect that will be very difficult to overcome, and which if
uncorrected will lead to broader seizures.  As IITRI reports, Carnivore can be configured to filter for IP packets
that involve a particular IP or Mail address and which also contain specified text strings.  However, because the
address filter is applied at the application level, while the text search is applied at the driver level, a search
keyed to a particular email address ignores the text filter. IITRI concludes:

24.                                      If a court order were to specify that the FBI could only collect e-mail messages of a
particular subject [target] that contained a particular text string, the FBI would not be able
to use Carnivore to obtain that data.[47]

25.  If content intercepts must obey the minimization rule, then Carnivore appears incapable of functioning within
the bounds of the law.[48]

2.2.2        Security
26.  A Carnivore intercept poses two important security risks.  The first, of course, is the security of the Carnivore

device itself, since clearly both random hackers and investigative targets would have great incentive to monitor
and/or sabotage the operation.  The second security threat is to the ISP where the system is mounted.

27.  Carnivore contains numerous security features, including NIC hardware authentication, and a network isolation
device, which together preclude the ISP or a hacker from accessing the device without leaving obvious signs of
damage, and which prevent the Carnivore box from transmitting if a hacker compromises the security.[49]

28.  Although the system is protected by physical locks, it has a wide open back door.  As IITRI reports:
29.                                      The collection computer is installed without a keyboard or monitor and, in operational

use, Carnivore might not be physically accessible to case agents.  However, each
Carnivore computer is equipped with an off-the-shelf 56-kbps modem allowing it to
communicate via a standard analog link.

30.  Once Carnivore has been installed at the ISP, it is normally controlled remotely.[50]
31.  Dial-up access poses a major security threat.  In fact, Intel announced on January 4, 2001, that it was forthwith

withdrawing all of its dialup VPN products.[51]  One important security function of Carnivore is to maintain a
clear separation between the case agent, who manages the overall investigation, and the Technically Trained
Agent [TTA], who installs and programs Carnivore.  However, IITRI also reports that although the Carnivore
user screens employ additional password protection for changing the filter criteria, this password is embedded
in the system and can thus be easily hacked.[52]

32.  Another security concern is the Carnivore source code.  The FBI has refused to release the source code, and in
fact did not include it in the IITRI evaluation package.  The FBI’s reasons for not releasing the source code
include concern about hackers, contract restrictions from software vendors, and 18 USC § 2512, which
prohibits distribution of devices designed to do communications eavesdropping.[53]  Industry spokespersons
have rejected these contentions, stating that hackers will face no greater challenge from Carnivore than they
have from such other security issues as PGP, anonymous remailers, and anonymizing services.[54]

2.2.3        Scalability of Carnivore
33.  Carnivore is routinely characterized as a small part of the FBI surveillance system.  The FBI states that as of

August, 2000, it had only about two dozen units, stored securely in Quantico, Virginia, except when actually
being used for an intercept. One FBI agent has told Congress:

34.                                      Now . . . it is important that you understand how Carnivore is used in practice.  First,
there is the issue of scale.  Carnivore is a small-scale device intended for use only when
and where it is needed. In fact, each Carnivore device is maintained at the FBI Laboratory
in Quantico until it is actually needed in an active case.  It is then deployed to satisfy the
needs of a single case or court order, and afterwards, upon expiration of the order, the
device is removed and returned to Quantico.[55]

35.  Carnivore is rarely placed on ISP backbones; instead it is placed close to the servers they monitor.[56] 
Carnivore is designed only for “surgical” taps, not widespread monitoring.[57]  Moreover, the system is too
small to engage in broad intercepts.  However, as with any computer system, this initial prototype could easily
be expanded to provide enormous additional capacity without the addition of extensive or expensive resources,
and Congress has a responsibility to monitor and potentially audit the Carnivore operation.

2.2.4        Evidentiary Issues With Carnivore
36.  The FBI has also reported to Congress that Carnivore is needed to satisfy evidentiary concerns:
37.                                      Rule 901 of the Federal Rules of Evidence requires that authentication of evidence as a

precondition for its admissibility.  The use of the Carnivore system by the FBI to intercept
and store communications provides for an undisturbed chain of custody by providing a
witness who can testify to the retrieval of the evidence and the process by which it was
recorded.  Performance is another key reason for preferring this system to commercial
sniffers.  Unlike commercial software sniffers, Carnivore is designed to intercept and
record the selected communications comprehensively, without “dropped packets.”[58]

38.  While Carnivore may satisfy evidentiary requirements regarding the accuracy and integrity of its operation, it
cannot address the broader problems inherent in the somewhat uncivilized and uncontrolled community of the
Internet.  As a practical matter, e-mail can easily be forged, and fraudulent e-mails of this sort are common.
Indeed, with a modicum of effort, anyone can originate email from another person.  There are Trojan Horse
applications, which not only forge e-mail, but make that e-mail “come from” the victim’s IP address.[59]

2.3         FBI Solicitation of External Review of Carnivore[60]
39.  The FBI’s solicitation document, which was released in the summer of 2000, focused on four major areas of

concern:
1.      Does the Carnivore system currently used by the agency collect all of the proper data specified in

the legal authorization for the interception, while excluding all unauthorized data? [Efficacy 1]
2.      Does Carnivore compromise the operation of the ISP whose facilities host the system? [Disruption]
3.      Does Carnivore reduce the risk that unauthorized data will be collected by FBI personnel? [Efficacy

2]
4.      Is Carnivore sufficiently secure against both improper collection of data by third parties and efforts

to interfere with the operation of the system by third parties? [Security][61]
40.  The solicitation was ostensibly confined to technical issues.  Thus, implicit in the first efficacy issue[62] is the

assumption that the interception has been properly authorized, and its precise scope properly defined, in the
legal authorization for the operation.  Also the first efficacy issue assumes that Carnivore has been fully and
properly programmed by the technical personnel responsible for the interception.  The nature of this latter
assumption flows from a consideration of the second efficacy issue, whether Carnivore reduces the risk of
unauthorized collection.  This issue clearly recognizes that the system is subject to human as well as machine
error, and presents two types of questions.  First, does Carnivore contain sufficient checks and audits of the
technicians’ actions to lower the chance that their inadvertent errors will cause unlawful interceptions?  Second,
given that Carnivore has some serious flaws, is it an improvement over commercially available packet sniffers
that indiscriminately intercept and record internet transmissions?

41.  The question of disruption had already surfaced when the Carnivore study was commissioned.  At least one ISP
had reported that a Carnivore installation had compromised its operations,[63] and the FBI was clearly sensitive
to the potentially devastating adverse publicity that would result if one of its operatives completely brought
down a network segment.  Indeed, the FBI has procedures that grant ISPs the option of furnishing the required
information in some other way in order to avoid a Carnivore tap.  However, as discussed below, that alternative
depends both upon the resources of the ISP and the willingness of the investigators to reveal the precise
parameters of the intercept authorization.

42.  The final issue, security, voices the hope that law enforcement can somehow stay one step ahead of the hacker
community in this area.  Given the primitive nature of the tested prototypes and the very limited use of
Carnivore up to this point, it seems that the inclusion of the security issue was more an acknowledgment of
vulnerability than an expression of confidence.  The IITRI report bears out this interpretation.

2.4         Outside Review of Carnivore by IITRI
43.  In several press releases the FBI specified that the technical review was to be conducted by a “major

university.”[64]  However, the FBI solicitation included several important restrictions on the information it
would make available, the furnishing of full source code, the issues that could be raised in the study, and the
right to release the report to the public.  These restrictions led several respected institutions to decline to submit
proposals, which further inflamed public opinion regarding the integrity and credibility of the project. On
September 26, 2000, the FBI announced that it had awarded the technical review project to the Illinois Institute
of Technology Research Institute [ITTRI], one of eleven groups that had made submissions.[65]  The reaction
to the selection by the information technology community was immediate and vociferous.  The FBI released the
proposal submitted by the IITRI group together with the announcement of their selection, but initially redacted
the names of the principal investigators.  In only 24 hours, a full version of the report was made public after the
FBI’s insecure method of censoring PDF files had been breached and the missing names recovered from the
published document.[66]  There were claims that the principal investigators had close ties with the federal law
enforcement and surveillance communities.[67]  In addition, Network Ice used the FBI solicitation document
together with other information to create Altivore, which it claimed performed all of the functions of Carnivore,
and which was published in the public domain.[68]

2.4.1        IITRI Carnivore Study
44.  The study was completed on December 8, 2000, and immediately published, with some redaction, on the FBI

web site.  The scope of the report was carefully circumscribed at the outset:
In conducting the evaluation of Carnivore, IITRI considered concerns voiced by many
parties. However, there are two fundamental concerns IITRI felt it could not address:
(1)   the constitutionality of collection performed by Carnivore and
(2)   whether or not agents of the government can be trusted to follow established

procedures.
The evaluation reveals how Carnivore performs a court-authorized search; it cannot
address whether such an authorization should be made.  The evaluation also addresses
whether weaknesses in the technology, implementation, and procedures associated with
Carnivore might facilitate agent error or misbehavior.[69]

45.  The reporters also stated that they had minimized their interpretive evaluations, concentrating instead on
providing objective data to be reviewed and interpreted by others:

46.                                      Motivated by a broad concern for privacy, the purpose of this report is to provide
the information needed for any individual or organization to make an independent
judgment about Carnivore.  To this end, IITRI set two objectives: (1) answering the
four specific questions posed by the DOJ in its Statement of Work and (2) conveying
an understanding of the system and its use.[70]

47.  The IITRI conclusions were mixed.  On two issues, the report was positive: the evaluators concluded that “the
current system of external and internal controls makes it unlikely that either FBI or ISP personnel will use
Carnivore carelessly or for improper purposes,”[71] and that “Carnivore cannot place an additional load on the
ISP network, nor can it alter or otherwise compromise operations.”[72]  However, these conclusions must be
understood in the context of the testing methods employed. The study did not take place at an actual Internet
Service Provider facility, did not utilize an actual electronic surveillance authorization, and did not process
actual communications.  Rather, the evaluators set up a test bed facility at IIT, which was isolated from the
normal network, contained a very small number of PC workstations together with a mail server and hubs, and
processed dummy messages generated by a simple script written for the experiment.[73]

48.  Although the FBI solicitation had disclosed some basic information about Carnivore, the IITRI report provides
the first clear look at the system.  Both the FBI and the study team emphasize that Carnivore is built largely
with COTS components: Pentium PC,[74] Windows NT,[75] Jaz Zip Drive,[76] and a generic NIC, an
application written in C++.[77]  Moreover, the full package, which the agency calls “DragonWare suite,” is
comprised of the Carnivore components, supplemented by two other COTS products:  Packeteer, which
reassembles individual packets into full messages or files; and CoolMiner, a browser which makes the
reassembled files readable.[78]

49.  The first impression created by this technical description is that Carnivore is a fairly modest bit of technology,
which can perform its functions only if it is strategically placed at specific locations on the Internet, is
innocuous and not invasive, and comes away with only small bits of information, enough to fit on a removable
disk.  However, upon reflection, it becomes apparent that Carnivore is a mere prototype, and could very easily
evolve with great speed into a system with enormous capacities for data monitoring.  It is disturbing that the
IITRI study, with its focus on technical issues, did not consider the strong likelihood that it was looking at the
cub rather than the fully mature creature.

50.  Moreover, although this study was carefully defined as a technical review both in the FBI solicitation and in the
study itself – as quoted earlier – the document contains a substantial discussion of the current FBI procedures
for Carnivore.[79]  Thus we learn that, consistent with procedures in other technical surveillance situations, an
investigation is started and managed by a case agent, who, after determining that electronic surveillance may be
needed, contacts the Chief Division Counsel [CDC] and a TTA in the field office.[80]  If the Carnivore
operation entails electronic wiretapping for content, there are specific approval requirements set forth in the
MIOG.[81]  If the operation will merely track the source and destination of electronic transmissions, then the
case agent need only justify in writing the need for pen-trap surveillance instead of conventional techniques.
[82]  Thereafter, an application is filed with the court, which then issues two orders.  The first authorizes the
intercept.  The second, containing much less information, orders the ISP to cooperate.[83]

51.  When the ISP receives the order, agents will discuss possible ways of obtaining the required information
without a Carnivore installation. If those efforts fail, the TTA is responsible for deploying the Carnivore
installation.  The study notes, somewhat cryptically:

52.                                      Given that use of Carnivore has been limited, highly trained personnel from FBI
Headquarters have, so far, played a critical role in the implementation process, although
there is no procedural requirement for their participation.[84]

53.  After the Carnivore system is installed, the TTA must then use the input screens to enter the criteria set forth in
the intercept order.  These criteria will generally fall into two groups.  The first group is the IP address of a
particular computer or computers.  Although millions of computers may be logged onto the Internet at any one
time, each one has a unique numeric address by which it can be identified.  Users who access the internet by
means of a dialup connection or through a network gateway may have an IP address dynamically assigned for
each individual session,[85] which in turn may complicate the process of programming.[86]  The second group
of Carnivore criteria consists of identifying names in the address fields of communications, such as the “To:”
and “From:” fields of an e-mail.  This step is vitally important to the integrity of a Carnivore operation.  If the
agent who enters the criteria into the Carnivore system at this point either deliberately or inadvertently varies
the input from that contained in the intercept order, then the data retrieved will not comply with that order or,
alternatively, will not fulfill the purposes of the order.  As the evaluators note, although the session parameters
are saved for subsequent review, “… the potential for human error cannot be discounted – agents must program
Carnivore to match the potentially ambiguous information in the court order.”[87]  The study also describes
several “substantial precautions” that are taken to keep ISP personnel away from the hardware. This is
important because, as they note:

54.                                      If individuals, despite the precautions, could access the information released by
Carnivore, they could reassemble it using readily available software to reveal its contents.
[88]

55.  Once the system is set up and running properly, the TTA removes himself from the investigation.  This is very
different from a telephone wiretap.  Under agency procedures and the statutory requirements of Title III, a
telephone wiretap must be actively and continuously monitored in order to insure that only authorized
communications are being intercepted.  If an agent hears a telephone conversation that does not involve an
authorized target, the recorder must be stopped and restarted only after intermittent periodic surveillance
indicates that traffic involving a target has again begun.  With Carnivore, “the TTA does not receive any of the
information retrieved via Carnivore.”[89]  Rather, the case agent periodically receives Zip disks containing the
intercepted data. Depending upon the amount of data being recorded, a Zip disk could fill up in a matter of
hours or even minutes.  In any event, it is the case agent who utilizes the DragonWare suite to actually review
the data on the disk:

56.                                      On a PC on which DragonWare is installed, the agent determines which information is
relevant and which is not. The irrelevant information is deleted immediately and no copies
are kept.… There are no checks of which IITRI is aware to monitor the extent of this
second minimization.[90]

57.  Thus, the Emperor has no clothes!  While the FBI has claimed that it has designed a system which is carefully
programmed to recover exactly the information authorized by a content intercept court order, the reality is quite
different.  First, the TTA who enters the criteria into the Carnivore software must rigorously and exactly follow
the terms of an unambiguous order, or the system will either retrieve unauthorized information or fail to achieve
its purpose.  Second, fully recognizing that Carnivore will produce only a haystack and not the needles, the
FBI’s system depends essentially on a case agent who will “immediately” review several hundred megabytes of
data,[91] determine which information is “relevant,” and permanently discard the rest.  Does the term
“relevant” apply to the criteria of the order, or to the crime for which the order was obtained, or to any crime? 
Does it apply to exculpatory information?  The study is silent on this point.

58.  Finally, IITRI notes that the case agent must determine whether the information is encrypted and, if it is, what
to do about it.[92]  The tested version of Carnivore does not deal in any way with encrypted data.  The FBI has
a vision that Carnivore operations will become more productive when there is some legal compulsion upon
ISPs and perhaps private individuals to supply encryption key information – the notorious back door – but it is
anticipated that the proposal will take a purely legal approach, and will not involve the FBI or other agencies in
increasingly futile efforts to decrypt files using technology.

3           The Legal Context of Carnivore
59.  Carnivore is an enigma under American law.  Both the courts and Congress have invested considerable effort in

defining and regulating the recovery and interception of information.  When the Fourth Amendment was added
to the United States Constitution, the primary concern was that government agents would forcibly enter private
homes to search for incriminating documents or contraband.  During the nineteenth century, the Supreme Court
recognized an extension of this constitutional protection to documents and materials in transit as first class mail.
[93]  In the twentieth century, both the Court and Congress grappled with the interception of conventional
telephone conversations and the use of electronic devices to overhear conversations in private places.[94]  Two
decades later, these bodies confronted the interception of other (i.e., non-voice) transmissions of data on
electronic systems.[95]  At about the same time, both the Court and Congress attempted to balance the needs of
government investigators against the interests of the news media.[96]  And, like all governments, American law
distinguishes between domestic investigations and those that involve the national security.[97]

60.  When it comes to Carnivore, the first and most difficult task is the selection of an appropriate legal category for
the activities that the operation entails, for Carnivore does intercept communications and seize documents.  The
Carnivore system arguably violates the prohibitions found in the Bill of Rights against unreasonable search and
seizure and self-incrimination, and the guarantees of privacy and freedom of speech and the press.  The
complex and in some respects haphazard evolution of American law in all of these areas has now produced a
body of inconsistent and overlapping legal principles which may affect the lawfulness of Carnivore.  Since both
the courts and the legislature have authority to define constitutional rights, these legal rules are derived from
judicial decisions in some cases, and are contained in statutes and regulations in others.  In this section we will
examine the rules of law that have been applied to the major types of data flow: documents in the custody of a
person other than the target of an investigation; documents and material carried as first class mail; verbal
conversations carried by telephonic or other wire services; and documents and other data stored in electronic
form.

3.1         Documents Held by Targets or Disinterested Third Persons
61.  American law compels the delivery of documents to investigators by either subpoena or warrant.   A subpoena

requires the recipient to deliver documents in his control, and thus affords advance notice and an opportunity to
contest the lawfulness of the request.  A subpoena by its very nature, however, affords the recipient an
opportunity to flee or to destroy, alter, or conceal the evidence.  Accordingly, investigators much prefer the
search warrant, which authorizes agents to proceed without advance notice and to enter both businesses and
private homes to obtain the authorized materials.  Since 1972, Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 41(b) has
provided that a search warrant may be issued for the seizure of “evidence” as well as any contraband or the
fruits or instrumentalities of a crime.[98]  “Evidence” includes any physical item that will aid in apprehending
or convicting a person who has committed a crime, regardless of its admissibility at trial. [99]  The Supreme
Court has held that seizures of items as evidence are subject to a reasonable person standard, and not a test of
whether the items are actually evidence after the fact.[100]  Records containing information that reveal the
criminal operation qualify for seizure,[101] as do records and documents that identify the occupant of a place
connected to the crime and regularly used by more than one person,[102] or documents that incriminate co-
conspirators.[103]  Electronic surveillance is by definition a general search, not limited to specific objects,
people, and places as required by the Fourth Amendment.[104]

62.  A full content Carnivore operation involves the search for and seizure of documents in electronic form.  Since
the documents are in the custody of the ISP, such seizures are subject to federal regulations governing warrants
directed to a disinterested third person.[105]  These regulations require authorization by a government attorney
for any application for a search warrant for documentary materials believed to be in the private possession of a
disinterested third party, and also provide that no application for such a warrant should be made “unless it
appears that the use of a subpoena, summons, request, or other less intrusive alternative means of obtaining the
materials would substantially jeopardize the availability or usefulness of the materials sought.”[106]  The
regulations also restrict the use of a search warrant to obtain materials in the custody of third persons if they
contain information protected by certain evidentiary privileges (e.g. attorney-client, physician-patient,
clergy[107] or psychologists[108]) unless the application has been approved by a United States Attorney or an
appropriate Deputy Attorney General[109] and “[a]ccess to the documentary materials appears to be of
substantial importance to the investigation or prosecution for which they are sought.”[110] The regulations also
contain the minimization requirement that “[a] search warrant authorized under paragraph (b)(2) of this section
shall be executed in such a manner as to minimize, to the greatest extent practicable, scrutiny of confidential
materials.”[111]  When such materials are likely to be found among the materials seized, a reliable third person
should first review them to remove the privileged documents not subject to seizure.  This task may be done by a
judge in camera, a special master appointed by the court, or an independent team of prosecutors not involved in
the investigation.[112]

3.1.1        Privacy Protection Act
63.  In 1967, the Supreme Court held in Warden v. Hayden that a search warrant could be issued to seize evidence of

a crime. [113]   In 1978, the United States Supreme Court held in the controversial case of Zurcher v. Stanford
Daily that prosecutors could constitutionally seize evidence from a third party news organization. [114]  In
response, Congress enacted the Privacy Protection Act (PPA), which attempted to strike a balance between
these two fiercely competing interests.[115]  Congress noted its aim in passing the statute in the following
provision of the PPA:

64.                                      The purpose of this statute is to limit searches for materials held by persons involved in
First Amendment activities who are themselves not suspected of participation in the
criminal activity for which the materials are sought, and not to limit the ability of law
enforcement officers to search for and seize materials held by those suspected of
committing the crime under investigation.[116]

65.  The statute protects journalist work product, defined as original work in the possession of anyone who intends
to publish it.[117]  The statute also protects “documentary materials,” broadly defined, which are possessed in
connection with a purpose to issue a public communication, such as a newspaper, book, or broadcast.[118] 
Such materials may not be seized unless they constitute the fruits or instrumentalities of crime, there is danger
of physical injury, or the person possessing the materials probably committed a crime [other than that of
possessing or withholding the materials themselves].[119]  In addition, documentary materials may be seized
upon obtaining a warrant where the magistrate determines that there is reason to believe giving notice would
result in destruction or alteration of the material, or that a court order for the materials has been disobeyed and
there is reason to believe further delay would threaten the interests of justice.[120]  According to the latest
Computer Seizure guidelines from the Department of Justice (DOJ):

66.                                      [T]he use of personal computers for publishing and the Word Wide Web has dramatically
expanded the scope of who is ‘involved in First Amendment activities.’ Today, anyone
with a computer and access to the Internet may be a publisher who possesses PPA-
protected materials on his or her computer.[121]

67.  The PPA does not provide for the suppression of evidence seized in violation of its terms, and the Supreme
Court has not determined whether the Constitution so requires.[122]  However, the latest DOJ guidelines
indicate a serious concern for civil and criminal liability, even when the seizure of PPA protected materials is
incidental and unintentional.[123]

3.2         Interception of United States Postal Service Mail
68.  The Fourth Amendment by its terms applies to the right of the people to be secure against unreasonable

searches and seizures “in their persons, houses, papers, and effects.”[124]  Implicit in this constitutional
doctrine is the notion that persons may have a reasonable expectation of privacy in certain situations even when
they are not physically within this protected enclave.  Moreover, the American Constitution also confers the
privilege against self-incrimination, which entails a related value, that is, the right to refuse to cooperate with
criminal investigators.[125]  Finally, the First Amendment broadly protects freedom of speech and of the press,
both of which depend heavily upon the ability to use postal systems and resources.  Taken together, these
constitutional doctrines led the United States Supreme Court to hold in 1878 that documents in transit as first
class mail in the postal system retain their private character under the Fourth Amendment so as to require the
government to secure a warrant before they could be seized.  In Ex parte Jackson, the Court noted that the very
essence of creating different classes of United States mail items was to preserve and demarcate the Fourth
Amendment rights of mail patrons to be secure in the privacy of their papers:[126]

69.                                      The right to designate what shall be carried necessarily involves the right to determine
what shall be excluded.  The difficulty attending the subject arises, not from the want of
power in Congress to prescribe regulations as to what shall constitute mail matter, but
from the necessity of enforcing them consistently with rights reserved to the people, of far
greater importance than the transportation of the mail. In their enforcement, a distinction
is to be made between different kinds of mail matter, – between what is intended to be
kept free from inspection, such as letters, and sealed packages subject to letter postage;
and what is open to inspection, such as newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and other
printed matter, purposely left in a condition to be examined.  Letters and sealed packages
of this kind in the mail are as fully guarded from examination and inspection, except as to
their outward form and weight, as if they were retained by the parties forwarding them in
their own domiciles. The constitutional guaranty of the right of the people to be secure in
their papers against unreasonable searches and seizures extends to their papers, thus
closed against inspection, wherever they may be.  Whilst in the mail, they can only be
opened and examined under like warrant, issued upon similar oath or affirmation,
particularly describing the thing to be seized, as is required when papers are subjected to
search in one’s own household.  No law of Congress can place in the hands of officials
connected with the postal service any authority to invade the secrecy of letters and such
sealed packages in the mail; and all regulations adopted as to mail matter of this kind
must be in subordination to the great principle embodied in the fourth amendment of the
Constitution.[127]

70.  Thus, in Jackson the court divided government mail surveillance into two categories for constitutional
purposes.[128]  Content seizures entail breaking the mail seal, examining and perhaps copying the contents
and, in most cases, resealing and delivering the parcel to the target.  The Supreme Court held these seizures of
first class mail to be subject to the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment.  Mail covers, on the other
hand, merely monitor mail, recording sender and recipient address information on the outside of the envelope,
without breaking the seal.  The law requires only that a law enforcement agency furnish a request which
specifies a reasonable ground to believe that the mail cover is necessary to obtain information regarding the
commission or attempted commission of a crime.[129]

3.3         Wiretaps[130]
71.  The United States Supreme Court long resisted extending the constitutional doctrines it applied to first class

mail to private telephone communications.  In 1927, the Court held that the constitution provided no protection
for the interception of information by a wiretap, since no property was seized. In Olmstead v. United States,
[131] the Supreme Court, in a controversial and widely criticized decision, declined to extend the doctrine of
Jackson and its progeny to this new technology.  In his dissent, Justice Brandeis warned that the Court was
ignoring a growing threat to fundamental rights:  “The progress of science in furnishing the government with
means of espionage is not likely to stop with wire-tapping.”[132]

72.  The Court ultimately repudiated the rationale of Olmstead in 1967, when it held in Katz v. United States[133]
that the interception of a telephone conversation originating in a public telephone booth violated the Fourth
Amendment.  Just one year later, Congress entered the fray – and largely obviated the need for the Supreme
Court to pursue the constitutional analysis – by enacting stringent statutory restrictions on wiretaps in Title III
of the Omnibus Crime Control & Safe Streets Act of 1968 – widely known simply as Title III.  Most of the
judicial decisions issued thereafter dealt with questions of statutory interpretation rather than Constitutional
protection. [134]  Title III permits electronic surveillance by government investigators only under court order,
and requires that records be maintained to show the quantity and nature of such activities.[135]  Title III was
written before the era of the Internet, and was primarily concerned with actual “aural interception” of telephone
conversations and with the use of electronic devices to intercept private conversations in real time.  The Act
prohibited such interceptions by either government officials or private citizens, and provided stringent remedies
for violations: civil liability, criminal liability, and a very strong exclusionary rule barring the use of either the
intercepts or any evidence derived from them in any trial.[136]  Title III, as amended by the ECPA,[137]
extends to “oral communications,” defined as: “any oral communication uttered by a person exhibiting an
expectation that such communication is not subject to interception under circumstances justifying such
expectation, but such term does not include any electronic communication.”[138]

73.  Title III does not extend to ordinary eavesdropping on an oral conversation, but only to the “interception” of
such a communication by use of the specified devices.[139]  The FBI descriptions of Carnivore take great pains
to avoid calling its activities interceptions, by indicating that the system does not in any way interfere with
transmission, that only copies of transmissions are used.[140]  The Zip drive clearly holds stored
communications, but this portion of Title III includes no exclusionary rule.

74.  Title III as originally enacted also regulates pen-trap surveillance, which is limited to tracking the origin and
destination of calls involving the target.[141] This type of surveillance is regulated for electronic
communications, both ongoing and stored, by the ECPA.  Since these intercepts merely record the numbers
from which or to which calls or messages were transmitted, the privacy concerns are less severe, and
accordingly the restrictions on the use of these techniques are less stringent.[142]  Just as mail surveillance can
entail either the actual seizure and examination of contents or merely tracking source and destination by
examining the parcel, so too telephonic interceptions fall into two major groups: actual wiretaps, which
intercept and record conversations; and pen register or trap & trace operations, which merely record the origin
and/or destination of calls involving specific telephone numbers.[143]

75.  A federal judge must authorize a full content wiretap.[144]  The judge must be satisfied from the application
that there is probable cause to believe that an individual has committed or is about to commit any of a large
number of designated crimes.[145]  Although the FBI and others have characterized Carnivore as applying to
only a few very serious crimes such as terrorism, kidnapping, drug trafficking, and child pornography, the
statutory list of predicate crimes in Title III, even for content interception wiretaps, is extensive and includes:
labor organization payments, bribery, concealment of assets, juror influence, and currency transactions.[146]

76.  The judge must also be satisfied that normal investigative procedures are not adequate to secure the evidence
sought,[147] and that there is probable cause to believe that the facility or place from which the interception is
to be made is either controlled by or is being used in connection with the commission of the predicate offense.
[148]  Particular communications concerning the predicate offense will be obtained through the proposed
interception.[149]

77.  The order authorizing the wiretap must itself contain specific information concerning the identity of the target,
[150] the communications facilities, the type of communications targeted, the predicate offense, the authorized
agency for interception and the duration of the operation.[151]  Title III also includes a minimization principle:
the duration of a wiretap is limited to the shorter of 30 days or the time required to implement the operation; the
wiretap must be interrupted immediately whenever an intercepted communication is outside the scope of the
order.[152]  Finally, Title III requires that intercepted communications be fully recorded whenever possible, in a
manner which protects the recording from editing or alteration.[153]  The recordings must be submitted to the
judge immediately after the operation is completed, and the judge must retain them under seal for at least ten
years, allowing copies to be made and used as necessary.[154]  Finally, the target of a wiretap order must be
notified within ninety days after the wiretap order terminates of the fact of the order, its date, and whether
communications were intercepted.[155]

78.  When Title III was enacted, the telephone business in the United States was largely under the control of the Bell
Telephone/AT&T monopoly; however, following the breakup of this monopoly during the 1980s, the industry
became populated with many new companies armed with a variety of burgeoning new technologies for both
voice and data communications. [156]  In response to these developments, Congress enacted legislation in 1994
requiring telecommunications carriers and manufacturers to build wiretap capabilities into every
communications systems.[157]

3.4         Electronic Communications Privacy Act [ECPA] (1986)
79.  The advent of the modern computer era can be traced to the introduction of the small, inexpensive, and

powerful personal computer, or PC, in the 1970s.[158]  Although the Internet was just barely getting off the
ground as a universal public resource, it was obvious in the early 1980s that Title III was not an adequate
statutory foundation to regulate the staggering possibilities that the computer brought to the field of electronic
surveillance.  Since the Court had stepped out of the fray after Katz, letting Congress take the initiative,
Congress accepted the challenge and commissioned a technical review of Title III with a view toward reform.
[159]  It was on this basis that Title III was extensively amended in 1986 by the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, (ECPA) which included important amendments to the existing provisions of Title III governing
wiretaps – most notably by adding the new term “electronic communications” and regulating them in several
existing parts of Title III, as well as by adding an entirely new section regulating access to electronically “stored
communications.”[160]  ECPA also extended Title III to cover private telephone networks as well as common
communications carriers.[161]  A separate statute governs child pornography.[162]

80.  The advent of ECPA did not create a uniform scheme for surveillance under the law.  Currently, the unlawful
seizure of the contents of first class mail or of telephone conversations is both a tort and a crime. More
importantly, evidence so seized is subject to the exclusionary rule, precluding its use as evidence at trial. 
Moreover, while a seizure of first class mail is subject to the general requirements for search warrants set forth
by the Supreme Court under the Fourth Amendment, wiretap warrants are subject to the enhanced requirements
of Title III.

81.  ECPA added a new category of “electronic communications,” which includes any communications that are “not
carried by sound waves and cannot be fairly categorized as containing the human voice.”[163]  Electronic
communications thus include many transmissions by such devices as computers, digital-display pagers, and fax
machines.[164]  This now seems to have been a terrible idea.  We are rapidly learning that the Internet is about
the free and flexible transmission of information – a.k.a. content – in a wide variety of formats.  Indeed, when
the Internet fulfills one of its broadband dreams – becoming a voice as well as a data network – the distinction
between oral and electronic transmissions for purposes of search and seizure is simply untenable.  It has been
pointed out that ECPA failed to address the technology problems in a coherent way, and that Title III should be
revamped to abolish the different standards for telephone, email, and voice mail, and conflicting treatment of
messages that are intercepted, accessed, or acquired.  In short, “[E]mployee communications should be
protected regardless of whether the message is transmitted or remains in storage.”[165]

82.  ECPA also modified the Title III definition of “intercept,” which had applied only to actual aural eavesdropping
of wire or oral communications, and extended it to include other means of acquiring wire, oral, or electronic
communications.[166]  Additionally, ECPA created a new category of stored electronic communications,[167]
restricting both the interception of electronic communications,[168] and the disclosure of and access to stored
electronic communications.[169]  Access to stored electronic communications is governed by 18 U.S.C. §
2703, which distinguishes between data stored for less than 180 days and data stored longer.  The rationale for
the distinction is that the older material more closely resembles other ordinary business records, which
traditionally have been obtained through the use of document subpoenas and warrants as outlined above. 
Accordingly, these older materials can be obtained by a search warrant without notice to the customer or
subscriber, or by an administrative subpoena, grand jury subpoena, trial subpoena, or order under § 2703(d)
[with notice to customer or subscriber].[170]  Data stored for less than 180 days is treated more protectively,
and access to such material requires a warrant issued under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or “an
equivalent state warrant.”[171]

83.  The stored communication provisions of ECPA apply only to data, which is in “temporary intermediate storage
of a wire or electronic communication incidental to the electronic transmission thereof or any backup of this
communication.”[172] The DOJ has taken the position that the act covers e-mails temporarily on the ISP server
as part of an e-mail transmission process:

84.                                      Once the recipient accesses and retrieves the e-mail, however, the communication
reaches its final destination. If a recipient then chooses to retain a copy of the accessed
communication on the provider’s network, the copy stored on the network in no longer in
“electronic storage” … the copy is simply a remotely stored file.[173]

85.  The legal issues involved in Carnivore intercepts are greatly exacerbated by a significant difference in these
two statutes.  The interception provisions, which are codified together with the wiretap provisions, have a
strong exclusionary rule: under 18 U.S.C. § 2515, any evidence that is obtained by, or derived from an illegal
intercept of a “wire or oral communication” is inadmissible at trial.[174]  Improper access to and retrieval of
stored data in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2701, on the other hand, can be redressed only by an action for damages
or by a criminal prosecution;[175] that statute contains no exclusionary rule.

86.  The difficulties that flow from this dichotomy are illustrated in United States v. Smith,[176] a securities
prosecution that originated when an informant guessed a co-worker’s password and used it to unlawfully
retrieve, forward to herself, record, and furnish to another co-worker an incriminating telephone voice mail
message left by the defendant, which the co-worker then delivered to prosecutors together with an account of
the crime.[177]  The tape recording of the voice mail message falls within the definition of 18 U.S.C. § 2510(1)
and therefore is subject to the exclusionary provision of § 2515. [178]   However, it also falls within the
definition of stored communication in § 2701, and is therefore also subject to the exclusive remedy provision of
§ 2708.[179]  The government argued that an intercept occurs only if the conversation is overheard as it takes
place in real time.[180]  By analogy, the government could also argue that even full content Carnivore
operations are not intercepts, because the content is read only later after being stored on the Zip drive.  The
court in Smith rejected this argument because wire communications are defined in § 2510(1) to include stored
communications.  The court noted that the definition of electronic communication in § 2510(12), on the other
hand, includes only the “transfer of signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or intelligence.”[181]  The
court concluded: “Consequently, in cases concerning electronic communications … it is natural to except non-
contemporaneous retrievals from the scope of the Wiretap Act.”[182]

87.  The Court then reconciled the statutory provisions by holding that an intercept entails actually acquiring the
contents of a communication, while access involves “being in position to acquire the contents of a
communication,”[183] so that “an exclusion provision in the Stored Communications Act [which covers access
without content seizure] is unnecessary.”[184]  The Court concluded that when the employee retrieved and
recorded the voice mail there was an intercept subject to the wiretap exclusionary rule of § 2515, so the tape
was properly suppressed.[185]

88.  The stored communications provisions apply to anyone who provides an electronic communications service or
remote computing services to the public.[186]  The terms are somewhat ambiguous, and it appears that a single
ISP may qualify as either or both of them, depending not just upon the identity of its client, but also upon the
nature of the services provided and even whether an e-mail has been opened and then stored on the ISP’s
resources.  However, the computer seizure guidelines take the position that this distinction is often immaterial:

89.                                   As a practical matter, however, agents do not need to grapple with these difficult issues in
most cases.  Instead, agents can simply draft the appropriate order based on the information
they seek, [such as] an order compelling Local ISP to divulge all files in [the target’s]
account except for those in ‘electronic storage.’  In plain English, this is equivalent to
asking for all of [the target’s] opened e-mails and stored files.[187]

90.  The DOJ manual for search and seizure of computers to obtain electronic evidence does not even mention
Carnivore.[188]  Conversely, the IITRI Report does not discuss the Electronic Communications Privacy Act.
[189]  However, in Smith it was held that the retrieval of a stored voicemail message could constitute a content
intercept subject to the exclusionary provision of Title III.  The conclusion that governing law is not a seamless
web is inescapable.  Clearly Congress must define the governing law by distinguishing on a functional basis
between the retrieval of content and the monitoring of traffic to learn who is communicating with whom.  In
addition, there must be a further distinction between retrieval of content that is in the process of being carried
over the Internet, which should include temporary storage of that content on Internet resources, as opposed to
files and documents which are truly stored in the same manner as documents.  A rigorous and workable
definition will present a great challenge, but so much has happened in the technology world since the last study
was done in 1985 that clearly it is time for a fresh start. 

3.4.1.1       Control over Carnivore Applications



3.4.1.1       Control over Carnivore Applications
91.  The FBI’s characterization of Carnivore is based upon a fundamental contradiction.  In order to appease public

concern about the use of Carnivore as a giant electronic dragnet, the FBI proffers the system as a small and
simple box made up of off the shelf components assembled in a clever way to prevent abuses and sabotage.
[190]  But at the same time, the FBI claims that Carnivore is ferociously controlled by both agency procedure
(only two dozen units, centrally stored, must involve both case agents and TTAs, deployed only as a last resort)
and legal restrictions (very few crimes are covered, highest level approvals required for application, rigorous
requirements for the warrant, close controls over the operation and its results).[191]  Yet if the first set of claims
is true, then Carnivore could easily become a part of every agent’s toolbox: just a laptop and the tap.  Thus, it
becomes useful to look more closely at the legal restrictions that actually affect Carnivore’s operation.

3.4.1.2       Predicate Felonies
92.  Title III restricts wiretaps to designated felonies, as discussed above.  The FBI has repeatedly asserted that

Carnivore operations have been [and implied that they will be] restricted to an even narrower group of felonies,
typically terrorism, narcotics trafficking, child pornography, and kidnapping.[192]  However, an application for
interception of electronic communications can be predicated upon any Federal felony offense.[193]  The FBI
has stated that it substantially follows the Title III wiretap requirements when performing Carnivore
investigations.[194]  Even if these provisions are followed, the scope of potential Carnivore use is much
broader than the FBI has indicated. 

3.4.1.3       Persons Authorized to Make Applications
93.  Under the statute as amended, a federal official who is at or above the rank of Assistant United States

Attorney[195] and any principal prosecuting attorney of a state or political subdivision thereof[196] may
authorize the making of an application to a Federal Court to authorize intercepts by an investigative or law
enforcement officer “when such interception may provide or has provided evidence of any Federal
felony.”[197]  The Department of Justice has reported that, notwithstanding the broad language of the ECPA,
the agency and Congress “agreed informally” when the statute was enacted that the Department would for a
three-year period continue to require Department approval for all applications for interceptions of electronic
communications.  Thereafter, the agreement was rescinded insofar as it applied to digital-display paging
devices, which are now the subject of a series of cases.  The DOJ maintains that it continues to apply the
Department approval requirements to other electronic communications, and maintains an Electronic
Surveillance Unit in its Office of Enforcement Operations.[198]  However, the agency’s Criminal Resource
Manual makes it clear that this unit does not have operational control over the authority of a particular official
to make an electronic communications intercept application, but merely has attorneys who are “available to
provide assistance concerning both the interpretation of Title III and the review process necessitated
thereunder.”[199]

3.4.1.4       Contents of Application & Standard for Issuance
94.  The Fourth Amendment provides that: “No Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or

affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized.”[200]
95.  Generic classifications in a warrant are acceptable only when a more precise description is not possible.[201] 

In Application of Lafayette Academy, Inc.,[202] the court struck a warrant authorizing the seizure of computer
tapes, disks, operation manuals, tape logs, tape layouts, and tape printouts that were evidence of criminal fraud
and conspiracy.  The test is pragmatic; if large numbers of documents fit the criteria for seizure, then the
warrant may include all of them.[203]  It appears that in those situations agents are justified in seizing large
numbers of documents, whether in file cabinets or on computer disks and tapes, for processing off site.  Where,
however, the warrant narrowly specifies the documents to be seized, then the removal of a much larger quantity
of documents which contains the ones specified has been held invalid.[204]

96.  The FBI claims that Carnivore can satisfy the specificity requirements through a combination of measures. 
First, the warrant itself will limit the scope of the intercept.[205] Second, Carnivore minimizes the seizure by
immediately filtering out and ignoring all data packets that don’t meet the specified criteria for sender,
recipient, or content.[206]  Third, intercepted documents that do not satisfy the search warrant criteria are
deleted by the case agent.[207]  However, Carnivore does not actually behave in the way the FBI claims it
does.  It is true that the search warrant can specify an Internet address or addresses that may be collected.[208] 
However, the intercept can extend to any transmission either from or to the target address, so that, for example,
the several thousand members of a discussion group will have their messages intercepted just because they are
written to or from a group member who is also a target.  Moreover, IITRI has documented that whenever a
Carnivore operation attempts to combine addresses with content criteria (i.e., text string searches), the string
search criteria is ignored and all documents are kept.[209]  The only remedy for this drastic over-inclusion is
the case agent, who, under current FBI procedures, has sole access to the information which is kept and stored
to the Zip disks, and who will remove those Zip disks from the Carnivore computer, and then “immediately”
review their contents and delete the information that does not fit the requirements of the warrant.[210]  Unless
the courts treat Carnivore searches as sui generis, it is difficult to reconcile these described procedures with the
decisions that have analyzed the specificity requirements in more traditional contexts.

3.4.1.5       Cooperation of ISP
97.  The FBI describes Carnivore as a system which is attached to the resources of an ISP, which generally means a

firm that offers Internet services to the public for a fee, such as Yahoo or AOL.[211]  However, the ECPA
amendments to Title III define, not an ISP, but rather an “electronic communications system” to mean “any
service which provides to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or electronic communications.”[212] 
That term may be constructed to cover private firms, universities, and indeed all institutions that are connected
to the Internet.

Conclusion
98.  The FBI developed and deployed Carnivore without public disclosure until an ISP official disclosed that it had

resisted a Carnivore assistance request.  Shortly after that disclosure, as public concerns increased, the FBI
ordered an independent technical review to confirm its assertion that Carnivore was constructed and operated in
a manner that fully complies with existing law and the Constitution.  However, the existing law is a
hodgepodge of overlapping and inconsistent provisions regulating traditional mail, telephone wiretaps and
bugs, electronic communications, and news media activities, which cannot sensibly be read to provide a
coherent legal context for authorizing and regulating Carnivore activities.  Unless Congress rapidly adopts
legislation addressed specifically to Carnivore, there is a grave risk that the important privacy principles
developed by the Supreme Court and Congress to protect more traditional forms of communication, i.e. “snail
mail” and telephone voice communications, will be dormant vestiges of an earlier age while government
surveillance of meaningful activities in the internet era goes largely unchecked.
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